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STUDIES OF THE ULTRAVIOLET SPECTRA OF ASTRONOMICAL SOURCES
"~~" "y.y^  NASA Grant NSG 5393
; Covering the period from February 1, 1986 to July 31, 1986
CN In late July an observation showed neutral oxygen and sulfur emission
^ at the p o s i t i o n of lo. S tud i e s of J u p i t e r , Saturn and Uranus are
£} w continuing.
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co FI& ' An intensive program of observations of Comet Halley during the week of
25 a a- the Vega 2 and Giotto encounters was carried out by the Internat ional
"
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 Ultraviolet Explorer ( I U E ) satellite observatory. NASA's primary space
™ mission to study Halley in the vacuum ultraviolet, ASTRO-1, was postponed
N f o l l o w i n g the Challenger tragedy. The ultraviolet observations, which must
o ' be obtained from a platform above the Earth's absorbing atmosphere, provide
^ «c a means °f determining the temporal behavior of the primary constituents of
WH CN the gaseous coma, H20 and CO. However, due to the comet's small elongation
o a f r o m the Sun, observations wi th IUE dur ing this period were extremely
£ a - y d i f f i cu l t and required several new techniques to be developed by KIEl
*« «} vo w operations engineers. Thus, observations were made possible on March 9, 11
H'a cri u I and 16, in addition to three shifts planned for the European team on March
Jjji} $ *X 1 2 , 1 3 and 1 M . The p r o g r a m init ial ly planned began on March 18 and
• ^continued to monitor the comet's activity through 8 July 1986.
** £j T ' All of the observations in March were made from the Goddard Space
i*, « r- Flight Center by both the U.S. team and members of the European team who are
° O "' o« - : collaborating on this program. The IUE Fine Error Sensor, used for target
^
 OT
 •'-,-, [acquisition and tracking, was used in a photometer mode to provide nearly
HM . j continuous light curves over an 8 hour observing shift, a unique capability
D S o> ^ ii : relative to ground-based observers. During the encounter week, variations
t/5 a ^  ?> *n brightness °f a factor of two (in a region ~7000 km in radius projected
o.«- -rt ; at the comet) were found in a 2U hour period. At the time of the Giotto
^.o »n» encounter this activity was seen to be near a minimum. Preliminary analysis
2 S M w °^ the ultravi°let spectra, which are qualitatively similar to those of
33 tn 00 . other comets observed by IUE over the past six years, show similar day-to-
5 "* Q?'M day variations in both the gaseous emissions and in the continuum of
To"5 Q1 reflected sunlight by cometary grains. The ultraviolet data can also be
w 03 cq used to derive an estimate of the total gas production rate (assuming the
T* 5 $ w 8as to be primarily H20) even though the models generally used for this
wu'&Js purpose assume a steady-state gas production which is clearly not the case
< pq o: o for Halley. At the time of the Giotto encounter, the gas production rate
* 5> a! ~ was 5 * 1029 molecules/second (about 11 tons of water/second) with an
uncertainty of about a factor of 2. Additionally, the IUE data provide
column abundances of carbon, oxygen, sulfur, OH, CO, CS, C2 and C02 to
compare with the in situ measurements of these species by Vega 2 and Giotto.
Our paper describing the results of analysis of our observations of e
Eri, HR 1099, Procyon and Altair, has been submitted to the Astrophysical
Journal. No referee report has been received as yet. The results were
presented at Cambridge, England, by Murthy, and the results as well as a
review were presented by Henry at the UCL IUE meeting in July 1986. Also,
https://ntrs.nasa.gov/search.jsp?R=19860023000 2020-03-20T13:18:41+00:00Z
the results were described by Landsman at COSPAR (at no cost to this IUE
grant) . We wil l be c o o p e r a t i n g • w i t h V i d a l - M a d j a r in October in an
observation of 8 Gem, and will be submitting a proposal, on the next round,
for further observations of late-type stars.
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